Highly Accurate Time Synchronization with ConnectX®-3 and TimeKeeper®

Highlights and Benefits:

- Sub-microsecond time synchronization, using off-the-shelf hardware
- Support for both PTP and NTP protocols and master clocks
- TimeKeeper® is easily deployable on any existing ConnectX®-3 network adapter card

Upgrading your trading platforms to reliable and precise time is achievable at a low cost and a rapid deployment model via the combination of Mellanox’s ConnectX-3 network adapter cards and TimeKeeper Client software. TimeKeeper can assure sub-microsecond time precision from both the newer IEEE 1588 Precision Time Protocol (PTP) or the standard Network Time Protocol (NTP) over shared (not dedicated) network links. Flexibility in time sources and automatic adaptability to network quality allows for incremental changes to enterprise systems, and immediate high precision timing in critical components while less critical components see incremental performance improvement. For high quality links and time feeds, applications can see time locked to reference well within 500 nanoseconds of variation.

Figure 1. Precision in Microseconds/NTP Medium Quality Link

High performance comes from the complementary action of two technologies: TimeKeeper’s state-of-the-art time synchronization and management and the Mellanox ConnectX-3 hardware based packet time-stamping. TimeKeeper uses information that the ConnectX-3 provides to factor out packet delay variation (PDV) caused by buffering, network stacks, and OS scheduling and automatically improves precision of locking the local timer to the reference time. Because the ConnectX-3 can time-stamp both PTP and NTP packets, TimeKeeper can greatly improve performance of both protocols.

Figure 2. Precision in Microseconds/PTP Medium Quality Link
TimeKeeper’s Client software will automatically detect and take advantage of the time stamp capabilities of the ConnectX-3 — the only configuration needed, is to point the software at the right network interface, IEEE 1588 and with NTP. After which, TimeKeeper can also be used to setup failover, auditable trace logs, automatic spoof and equipment failure detection, and automatic notification of error conditions to management consoles (via SMTP) and IT staff (via email). Customers can also use the web interface to validate network setup and to optimize their time distribution networks.

The graph below, Figure 3, is from the TimeKeeper web management console and shows two time sources being tracked and validated against the other. Discrepancies can trigger a switch of time sources or an alert or both—depending on configuration. TimeKeeper can track any number of independent time sources. This increases system resilience and also produces a trace of system behavior to pinpoint causes of errors. The free software for PTP and NTP can fail silently — allowing application code to keep trading on the basis of incorrect time. The “time map”, Figure 4, capability introduced in TimeKeeper 6 discovers the surrounding time distribution network and helps IT staff find configuration problems and identify sources of network time fragility. This feature is in use in some of the world’s leading financial trading organizations and has uncovered numerous previously undetected system vulnerabilities.
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**Figure 3. Cross Check Second**
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**Figure 4. Time Map**

Because TimeKeeper and the ConnectX-3 are protocol agnostic, it is not necessary to make huge, disruptive changes in existing time distribution networks. Various parts of the network can use PTP or NTP as needed, leveraging the strengths of each and the fault tolerance derived from using sources carried over both protocols.
Figure 5. Distribution of NTP/PTP in Upgraded TimeKeeper Network

About Mellanox ConnectX-3 Network Adapters:
Mellanox's cost-effective, high-performance, ConnectX-3 network adapters support a variety of network protocols from 1/10/40GbE and FDR 56Gb/s InfiniBand. ConnectX-3 network adapters are available through OEM server vendors in a variety of form factors, including: LOM, add-on cards, blade mezzanine cards and PCI expansion cards. With ConnectX-3 network adapters, enterprise server engineers can utilize a single, cost-effective adapter for all of their data center needs - trading, time synchronization, database, and virtualization.

For more information on Mellanox ConnectX-3 network adapter card, visit: http://www.mellanox.com/page/products_overview

For more information on TimeKeeper, contact: sales@fsmlabs.com
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